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Abstract
We describe QCompere consortium submissions to the
REPERE 2013 evaluation campaign. The REPERE challenge
aims at gathering four communities (face recognition, speaker
identification, optical character recognition and named entity
detection) towards the same goal: multimodal person recogni-
tion in TV broadcast. First, four mono-modal components are
introduced (one for each foregoing community) constituting the
elementary building blocks of our various submissions. Then,
depending on the target modality (speaker or face recognition)
and on the task (supervised or unsupervised recognition), four
different fusion techniques are introduced: they can be sum-
marized as propagation-, classifier-, rule- or graph-based ap-
proaches. Finally, their performance is evaluated on REPERE
2013 test set and their advantages and limitations are discussed.
Index Terms: speaker identification, face recognition, named
entity detection, video optical character recognition, multi-
modal fusion
1. Introduction
The REPERE challenge1 aims at gathering four communi-
ties (face recognition, speaker identification, optical character
recognition and named entity detection) towards the same goal:
multimodal person recognition in TV broadcast. It takes the
form of an annual evaluation campaign and debriefing work-
shop. In this paper we describe the submissions of the QCom-
pere consortium to the 2013 REPERE evaluation campaign [1]
Given TV broadcast videos such as news or talk-shows, the
main objective of the REPERE challenge is to answer two ques-
tions: who speaks when? and who appears when?. We dis-
tinguish two subtasks: either supervised (when prior identity
models are allowed) or unsupervised recognition (when prior
models are forbidden and person names must be automatically
extracted from the test videos themselves). Speaker and face
recognition both rely on a priori models of each person to be
recognized: they fall in the supervised recognition category.
Our mono-modal (audio or visual) person recognition modules
This work was partly realized as part of the Quaero Program and the
QCompere project, respectively funded by OSEO (French State agency
for innovation) and ANR (French national research agency). Corre-
sponding author: bredin@limsi.fr
1http://www.defi-repere.fr
are introduced in Section 2. However, other sources of informa-
tion are available in TV broadcast and can be used to achieve
unsupervised person recognition; such as named entities de-
tected in automatic speech transcription, and block titles usually
written on screen to introduce reporters and interviewees. Our
efforts in this direction are described in Section 3.
The main contributions of the QCompere consortium lie in
the way these modules are combined into a multimodal person
identification framework. In Section 4, we propose a classifier-
based late fusion approach and another one modeling person
recognition as a shortest path problem in a multimodal proba-
bility graph. QCompere runs submitted to the 2013 campaign
are evaluated and compared in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.
2. Supervised Person Recognition
In this section, we only describe the mono-modal supervised
person recognition approaches (speaker and face).
2.1. Speaker Recognition
Speaker diarization (SD) is the process of partitioning the au-
dio stream into homogeneous clusters without prior knowledge
of the speaker voices and serves as a pre-processing step for
the speaker identification module. Two SD systems were devel-
oped, respectively by LIMSI and KIT.
LIMSI’s SD system relies on two steps: agglomerative clus-
tering based on the BIC criterion to provide pure clusters fol-
lowed by a second clustering stage using cross-likelihood ratio
(CLR) as distance between the clusters [2]. Additionally, since
the corpus contains several shows for each recorded program,
the same identifier has to be associated to a given speaker across
all the shows. Following previous experiments on cross-show
speaker diarization, a first, local clustering stage is followed by
a CLR clustering across all the shows; this hybrid approach was
found to provide a good performance while being computation-
ally acceptable for a corpus lasting a few hours [3].
KIT’s SD system contains the following components. Au-
dio segmentation first discriminates speech from non-speech
segments. It is implemented using a HMM segmenter with 4
GMMs for speech, silence, noise and music. Speaker turn de-
tection [4] is then applied on the segments longer than 5s. A
first-pass BIC clustering groups the segments from the same
speaker together. Viterbi re-segmentation refines the segment
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boundaries. The speaker models are trained on the clustering
results. The features are 20-dimensional MFCC plus their first
derivatives. Feature warping is applied to compensate channel
effects. GMMs with 64 Gaussians are used to model the speak-
ers. A second-pass BIC clustering and Viterbi re-segmentation
further refines the segment boundaries and clustering results.
Finally, the post processing merges the adjacent segments from
the same speakers which are separated by the silence shorter
than 0.5s.
Unsupervised speaker diarization is followed by a cluster-
wise speaker identification. We implemented two systems [5].
Our baseline system follows the standard Gaussian Mixture
Model-Universal Background Model (GMM-UBM) paradigm,
and the GSV-SVM system uses the super-vector made of the
concatenation of the UBM-adapted GMM means to train one
Support Vector Machine classifier per speaker. For both sys-
tems, each cluster is scored against all gender-matching speaker
models, and the best scoring model is chosen if its score is
higher than the decision threshold. Three data sources were
used for training models for 648 speakers in our experiments:
the REPERE training set, the ETAPE training and develop-
ment data2 and additional French politicians data extracted from
French radios.
2.2. Face Recognition
The supervised face recognition process is divided into face de-
tection and tracking stage, and the recognition stage.
Face tracking is performed using particle filtering ap-
proach [6], initialized from face detections. The first frame of
each shot, and every subsequent fifth frame is scanned and face
tracks are initialized from frontal, half-profile and full-profile
face detections. Tracking is performed in an online fashion,
i.e., using the state of the previous frame to infer the location
and head pose of the faces in the current frame.
The face recognition uses a frontal face descriptor. First a
detector locates nine landmarks on the face, around the eyes,
the nose and the mouth. We use a tree-structured constella-
tion model [7] that computes Histogram of Gradient (HoG) fea-
tures [8] for detection of these facial landmarks. Once the land-
marks are detected, faces are aligned using an affine transfor-
mation, and a second HoG descriptor is computed around each
of the nine facial landmarks. The descriptor quantizes local im-
age gradients into 10 orientation bins, and computes a gradi-
ent orientation histogram for each cell in a 7 × 7 spatial grid
over image region around the landmark. The final descriptor
concatenates the local gradient orientation histograms to form a
9× 10× 7× 7 = 4410 dimensional feature vector per face (9
landmarks× 10 orientation bins× a grid of 7× 7 spatial bins).
For each track, we compute a mean HoG descriptor from all
the frontal face detections found along the track. A database is
automatically generated using a training set of annotated faces
for learning the face recognition models. A Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) classifier is trained for each person, using one-
versus-rest approach.
For the test set, we score the mean descriptor of each track
using the learned models. The best scoring model is chosen
and the face is tagged with the corresponding name, provided
its score is higher than the decision threshold. The initial face
recognition stage is followed by an unsupervised face cluster-
ing stage that is used to extend the labels to faces not named
in the previous step. For each track, the mean HoG descriptor
2http://www.afcp-parole.org/etape.html
is projected on to a 200 dimensional descriptor using Logis-
tic Discriminant Metric Learning approach (LDML) [9]. The
learned face metric is used in a nearest neighbor classifier to as-
sign names to tracks that were unlabeled so far; but only if the
ratio of distances to the first and the second neighbor is suffi-
ciently small.
3. Person Name Detection
Speaker and face recognition both rely on a priori models of
each person to be recognized: they fall in the ”supervised recog-
nition” category. However, other sources of information are
available in TV broadcast and can be used to achieve unsuper-
vised person recognition.
3.1. Written Name Detection
In order to detect the names written on the screen used to intro-
duce a person, a detection and transcription system is needed.
For this task we used LOOV [10] (LIG Overlaid OCR in Video).
This system has been previously evaluated on another broadcast
news corpus with low-resolution videos. We obtained a charac-
ter error rate (CER) of 4.6% for any type of text and of 2.6% for
names written on the screen to introduce a person.
From the transcriptions, we use a simple technique for detect-
ing the spatial positions of title blocks. This technique compares
each transcript with a list of famous names (list extracted from
Wikipedia, 175k names). Whenever a transcription corresponds
to a famous name, its spatial position is added to a list. The re-
peating positions in this list provide the spatial positions of title
blocks used to introduce a person. However, the detected text
boxes do not always contain a name. A simple filtering based on
some linguistic rules allows to filter false positives. Transcrip-
tion errors are corrected using our Wikipedia list when the edit
distance is small. The use of LOOV pipelined with our written
names detection technique provides an F1-measure of 97.5%
(see Table 1). The few remaining errors are due to transcription
or filtering errors.
3.2. Spoken Name Detection
The aim of this task is to detect all person names spoken dur-
ing a TV program and link each instance of a spoken name to
the identity of a real person in terms of a normalized identifier
(in the form Firstname LASTNAME). In the first step, the
acoustic data is processed by a Speech-To-Text (STT) module.
Second, the transcripts produced by the STT module are pro-
cessed by a Named Entity Recognizer (NER) to detect person
names. Note that the name in its spoken form may include only
part of the name (first, middle or last name, eg. “Hollande” in-
stead of “Franc¸ois Hollande”), an acronym or even a nickname.
From these incomplete forms, the correct full name has to be
guessed. This necessitates a post-processing step applied to the
output of the ASR-NER modules. 6427, 1555 and 1947 spoken
names were present in the training set, the development set and
the test set, respectively.
A state-of-the-art off-the-shelf STT system for French [11]
was used to transcribe the audio data. No task-specific adapta-
Modalities Precision Recall F1-measure
written names 99.4% 95.7% 97.5%
Table 1: Quality of written names extraction for names written
in title blocks
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Post-processing dev test
None 61.1 60.0
Approach A 51.9 53.4
Approach B 49.3 52.2
Table 2: Spoken name detection performance in terms of SER
(%).
tion was made for the REPERE evaluation (i.e., the REPERE
training dataset was not used to adapt the acoustic models or
the language models). The system obtained a word error rate
of 16.43% (on around 36k words) during the first evaluation
campaign of the REPERE challenge. In the NER module, two
independent CRF models were trained on data annotated for the
Quaero project: (1) a model to detect the mention of person with
at least a first or a last name, and (2) a model to detect the dif-
ferent part of a person mention (e.g. first name or last name).
These models use the same features as in [12]. In the final post-
processing module to complete or correct the output of NER,
two distinct approaches were studied.
Approach A used information from the NER output itself.
Each name N in the output corresponding to one audio docu-
ment (or TV show) was first checked if it is full (i.e. in the form
Firstname LASTNAME). If not, N was searched inside the
output. If N was found as part of another name M which itself
is full, as its first, middle or last name, then each instance of N
was replaced by M. For example, if the NER output contained
both MONTEBOURG and Arnaud MONTEBOURG, then each in-
stance of the former was replaced by the latter. After this step,
all remaining names which were still not full were searched in
the Wikipedia. If a corresponding full name is found, it was
used to replace the original name. All names remaining which
were not full were discarded.
Approach B used information from the groundtruth train-
ing data. A Lookup Table (LUT) is created where each row
contained (1) a name as it appears in the groundtruth training
data, and (2) the corresponding name as it appears in the output
of the ASR-NER system. When evaluating on dev or test, the
LUT was used to translate each NER output to its correspond-
ing correct form. Note that this method works only if the name
occurred in the training data.
The task was evaluated by using the Slot Error Rate (SER)
defined as: SER = [I+D+0.5× (T+F)]/R where I is the In-
sertion error, D the Deletion error, T the Type error (i.e. a name
was detected at the correct position but not the right name), F the
Frontier error (i.e. the correct name was detected but not at the
right time point) and R is the number of reference intervals. Ta-
ble 2 shows the results obtained by the two approaches in terms
of the SER. In the table, “None” refers to the case where the
output of ASR-NER was directly used for evaluation. Note that
the post-processing steps reduced the SER by about 10% abso-
lute and 16.7% relative. Also, Approach B performed about 1%
absolute better than A. This shows the role of training data in
the performance of the system. It was also found that (1) com-
bining A and B did not improve the scores more than B alone,
and (2) about 70% of the deletion errors were a result of the
ASR module.
4. Multimodal Fusion
In this section, we describe the runs submitted to the main mul-
timodal tasks (supervised and unsupervised)
4.1. Propagation-based fusion
Unsupervised speakers recognition: This method is based
on our previous work [13] (method M3). Speaker diariza-
tion and overlaid names recognition are run independently from
each other. Speaker diarization is tuned to achieve the best di-
arization performance (i.e. minimize the diarization error rate,
DER). The mapping between written names and speaker clus-
ters is based on the following observations:
• when only one name is written on screen, any co-
occurring speech turn is very likely (95% precision ac-
cording to the train set) to be uttered by this person;
• the speaker diarization system can produce over-
segmented speaker clusters, i.e. split speech turns from
one speaker into two or more clusters.
Therefore, this method proceeds in two steps. First, speech
turns with exactly one co-occurring name are tagged. Then,
each remaining unnamed speech turn is tagged cluster-wise
using an approach similar to the classical Term-Frequency
Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF). We made two slight
updates to this method: we reduce the temporal scope of
each written names to the more co-occurring speech turn, this
can correct the time offset between audio and written names
segmentation. We also add the information of pronounced
names: we name each remaining unnamed speech turn with
closest pronounced names; this increases the number of speech
turns named by our method.
Unsupervised faces recognition: As already stated, when
one or more names are written on the screen, there is a very
high probability that the name of one of the appearing face cor-
responds to the name written on screen. Therefore we use the
information provided by written names during the face cluster-
ing process.
Before clustering, we associate each written name n to the
co-occurring face. At this stage, a face can have several names if
several names are written on the screen at the same time. Then,
regular agglomerative clustering (based on face similarity) is
performed with the constraint that merging two clusters s with-
out at least one name n in common is forbidden.
For example, two clusters s1 and s2 can be merged into a new
one snew in the following case (the list of associated names is
shown between brackets):
• s1(∅) ∪ s2(∅)⇒ snew(∅)
• s1(n1) ∪ s2(∅)⇒ snew(n1)
• s1(n1, n2) ∪ s2(∅)⇒ snew(n1, n2)
• s1(n1, n2) ∪ s2(n1)⇒ snew(n1)
Below are examples where the two clusters cannot be merged:
• s1(n1) ∪ s2(n2)⇒ Forbidden
• s1(n1, n3) ∪ s2(n2)⇒ Forbidden
The clustering is stopped according to the optimal threshold
on the training set (minimizing the EGER, see Section 5.1).
4.2. Classifier-based Fusion
Speaker identification: Once all monomodal components have
been run on a video, their outputs can be combined to improve
the overall person recognition performance. Figure 1 draws up
their list, along with two slightly modified versions of OCR: ex-
tended to the whole speech turns (OCR+) or speaker diarization
clusters (OCR∗).
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Figure 1: Several annotation timelines
Since each modality relies on its own temporal segmenta-
tion, the first step consists in aligning the various timelines onto
the finest common segmentation. The final decision is taken
at this segmentation granularity. For each resulting segment S,
a list of possible identities is built based on the output of all
modalities. For each hypothesis identity P , a set of features is
extracted:
• Does the name of P appear in OCR? in OCR+? in OCR∗?
• Duration of appearance of names in OCR+, in OCR∗ and
their ratio.
• Speaker recognition scores for identity P provided by
GSV-SVM SID and their difference to best competing
scores.
• Is P the name proposed by the unsupervised speaker
recognition system?
• Is P the most likely identity according to GSV-SVM
SID?
• Has P’s name been pronounced by the previous or the
next speaker.
Based on these features, we trained a Multilayer Perceptron
classifiers using Weka3 to answer the following question: “is
P speaking for the duration of S?” Since these features can be
either boolean or (unbounded) float, several classifiers insensi-
tive to numerical types were used. The identity with the highest
score is selected for the speaker identification task.
4.3. Rules-based Fusion
Supervised face recognition:
Several sources of information are exploited for multimodal
and supervised face identification. They are combined using a
set of simple rules, ordered by priority:
1. mono-modal face recognition for anchor persons;
2. names written on the screen;
3. unsupervised face recognition;
4. mono-modal face recognition for non-anchor persons;
5. multi-modal speaker recognition.
4.4. Graph-based Fusion
Alongside classifier-based approaches, the QCompere consor-
tium also submitted a few contrastive runs based on a graphical
representation of the person identification problem. For each
video, a multimodal probability graph is built as illustrated in
Figure 2. Each person utterance (e.g. a speech turn, a face track
3http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
WRITTEN
NAMES
SPEECH
TURNS
ID1 ID2
time
ID1 ID2 ID2
IDENTITIES
1 2 3 4 5
Figure 2: Multimodal probability graph for unsupervised
speaker recognition, and two maximum probability paths.
or a written name) is added as a vertex to this graph. For each
target of supervised recognition systems (speaker identification
or face recognition) and for each name found by name detection
systems (written or spoken name detection), an identity vertex
is added containing the normalized identifier of the person (e.g.
Nicolas SARKOZY or Francois HOLLANDE).
Two vertices i and j are connected by an edge weighted by
the probability pij that they correspond to the same person. This
probability is obtained differently depending on the vertices it
connects:
Intra-modal edges connect vertices of the same modality
(speech turns-to-speech turns, or face tracks-to-face tracks).
Probabilities are derived from the similarity scores d (BIC cri-
terion for speech turns, learned metric for face tracks) using
Bayes’ theorem: p (H | d) = 1/(1+r) with r = p(d|H)
p(d|H)
p(H)
p(H)
where H is the hypothesis that connected vertices are from
the same person, and
p(d|H)
p(d|H)
and
p(H)
p(H)
are estimated using the
annotated training set.
Cross-modal edges connect co-occurring vertices with two
different modalities (e.g. a speech turn and a co-occurring
written name) with a fixed probability estimated using the
training set. For instance, two co-occurring speech turn and
written name have more than 97% chance to correspond to the
same person.
Identity edges connect detected names (written or spoken) to
the corresponding identity with probability p = 1. They also
connect speech turns and face tracks to target models (from su-
pervised recognition system) with a probability derived from
the identification scores.
Finally, person identification is achieved by looking for the
maximum probability path between every speech turn (or face
track) and all available identities. The probability of the path is
simply defined as the product of the probability of its edges. It
is straightforward to show that this maximum probability path
problem can be modeled as a shortest path problem in the dual
graph where edges are weighted by − log pij instead of pij . In
Figure 2, speech turn #2 (resp. # 5) is given the identity ID1
(resp. ID2).
The same framework can be used for speaker or face recog-
nition; and for both supervised and unsupervised recognition.
However, for the latter, one must remove identity edges coming
from mono-modal speaker identification and face recognition
system introduced in Section 2. Furthermore, one does not have
to use all available edges to achieve the best performance. We
only report on the best combination in Section 5.
The supervised run contains speech turn-to-identity (s-to-
i), speech turn-to-written name (s-to-w) and w-to-i edges for
speaker recognition, augmented with speech turn-to-face tracks
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A B
GF E D
C
TRAINING SET
24 hours DEVELOPMENT
3 hours
TEST
3 hours
A: BFM Story
B: LCP Info
C: Top Questions
D: Ça Vous Regarde
E: Planète Showbiz
F: Entre Les Lignes
G: Pile Et Face
Figure 3: Training, development and test sets each contain 7
different types of shows (A to G).
(s-to-f) and f-to-w edges for face recognition. The unsupervised
run contains s-to-w, h-to-w, w-to-i, s-to-h and h-to-h edges for
both speaker and face recognition.
5. REPERE Evaluation Campaign 2013
5.1. Corpora & Metrics
Figure 3 provides a graphical overview of the REPERE video
corpus 2013 [14] (training, development and test sets). Over-
all, it contains 188 videos (30 hours) recorded from 7 different
shows broadcast by the French TV channels BFM TV and LCP.
While the audio annotation is dense (who speaks when?),
the visual annotation (whose head appears when?) is only
provided from one video frame every 10 seconds on average.
[14] provides a more detailed description of the corpus and the
associated annotation process.
Though the whole test set is processed, evaluation is only
performed on the annotated frames F . For each frame f , let us
denote #total(f) the number of persons in the reference. The
hypothesis proposed by an automatic system can make three
types of errors: false alarms (#fa) when it contains more per-
sons than there actually are in the reference; missed detections
(#miss) when it contains less persons than there actually are in
the reference; confusions (#conf) when the detected identity is
wrong. For evaluation purposes, and because unknown peo-
ple cannot – by definition – be recognized in any way, they are
excluded from the scoring. The Estimated Global Error Rate
(EGER) is defined by:
EGER =
∑
f∈F
#conf(f) + #fa(f) + #miss(f)
∑
f∈F
#total(f)
5.2. Experimental protocol
For our experiments, the training set was split in two balanced
subsets train A and train B. Target models (for speaker identi-
fication and face recognition of Section 2) are obtained using
train A. train B is used to train classifiers and graph probabili-
ties introduced in Section 4. The development set allows to tune
various fusion parameters, and the final evaluation is done on
the test set.
5.3. Supervised Recognition
Table 3 summarizes the performance achieved by our sub-
missions to the supervised recognition task. Looking at the
monomodal tasks, the speaker recognition system performs sig-
nificantly better than the face recognition system (44.2% vs.
61.1% in EGER), probably due to more important variability
factors in the image: face size, orientation, exposition, etc. The
classifier-based fusion is very effective and reduces the speaker
EGER to 17.8%, a 60% relative reduction compared to the
mono-modal performance. The improvement brought by the
rule-based fusion for faces is also important with a 39% relative
reduction of errors, from 61.1% to 37.3%. The graph-based fu-
sion is less effective but still reduces the EGER by about 20%
relative compared to the mono-modal systems.
Approach EGER (%)
sp
ea
k
er mono-modal speaker recognition 44.2
classifier-based fusion 17.8
graph-based fusion 35.3
h
ea
d mono-modal face recognition 61.1
rule-based fusion 37.3
graph-based fusion 48.1
Table 3: Performance of the QCompere submissions to the su-
pervised person recognition tasks.
5.4. Unsupervised Recognition
The performance achieved by our submissions to the unsuper-
vised recognition tasks are presented in Table 4; they are of
course worse than the performance of a supervised multi-modal
fusion, roughly 8.8% absolute above them. But they are also
significantly better than the mono-modal identification scores,
with 26.2% EGER for speakers and 46.2% for heads; this had
already been shown for speakers after the REPERE dry-run
evaluation [13]. Interestingly, the performance of unsupervised
graph-based fusion for speakers and faces is almost similar to
the performance observed for the supervised case (38.1% vs.
35.3% for speakers and 50.3% vs. 48.1% for faces), showing
that there is room for improvement for this approach with a bet-
ter integration of the person identification scores.
Approach EGER (%)
sp
k
. propagation-based fusion 26.2
graph-based fusion 38.1
h
ea
d propagation-based fusion 46.2
graph-based fusion 50.3
Table 4: Performance of the QCompere submissions to the un-
supervised person recognition tasks.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we described, evaluated and discussed QCom-
pere consortium submissions to the REPERE 2013 evaluation
campaign. As expected, we showed that speaker identification
and face recognition can be greatly improved when combined
with name detection through video optical character recogni-
tion and automatic speech transcription available in TV broad-
cast. Moreover, it should be highlighted that the unsupervised
person recognition approaches that we proposed perform much
better than state-of-the-art supervised mono-modal ones (for
both speaker and face identification). However, results show a
strong performance discrepancy in favor of speaker recognition
for all three participating consortia [1] as well as for QCompere
various approaches. Therefore, for next year evaluation (sched-
uled in January 2014), a strong effort should be focused on face
recognition.
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